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SAFETY AND SECURITY FOR SMART MACHINES

THE PROTECTIVE LAYER
The FORT Platform is our full-stack 
solution designed to deliver  
certified safety and advanced endpoint 
security for smart machines and the 
people who control them.

•  Save time – Wireless configuration and 
pairing of devices via the cloud 

•  Eliminate misuse – Manage access 
control and authorization from mobile 
phone, in real time

•  Save money – Economical licensing and 
service options to fit every budget

•  Increase collaboration – Flexible soft-
ware options extend remote control for 
specific use case needs

•  Ensure safety everywhere – Rugged, 
reliable hardware supports various 
safety-rated network connections in the 
harshest conditions

WITH AUTONOMY COMES 
GREAT RESPONSIBILITY
Rapid advancements in automation and robotics 
don’t mean industries can sacrifice human safety 
or security of the system.

FORT brings together flexible solutions to enable safety 
and security for smart machines and the people who 
control them. Built on a decade of experience, we 
understand that in this unchartered territory, human 
oversight is essential.

Companies across industries from agriculture and 
construction to manufacturing and material 
handling look to FORT’s expertise to integrate 
certified wireless safety and security control.
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FORT PLATFORM: SAFETY+SECURITY
FORT Remote Control
Wireless remote with familiar game-style 
design, integrates safety-rated E-Stop. 
Lightweight, rugged and reliable to take on 
the job site, even in the harshest conditions.

Easy to add advanced collaboration  
features for multiple machines interactions.

Endpoint Controller
The core of the platform, our controller 
integrates with smart machines and 
autonomous systems to power safety-
rated connectivity and security. Manage 
control of one or many machines, keep 
workers and machines safe and secure.

FORT Manager for Web & Mobile
Wireless connectivity to easily provision 
and configure your devices. 

Premium advanced features allow you to 
easily design and create complex 
configura-tions and access privileges.

Control access for any machine: Establish 
role-based user access to ensure only 
authorized workers can use equipment and 
authenticate in real time.

FORT PLATFORM PROVIDES EASY CONFIGURATION AND DEPLOYMENT

FEATURES
•  Network agnostic to support ISM, 

BTE, WiFi*, LTE*

•  Integrated Bluetooth eases wireless 
configuration and pairing – even in-
field

•  Embedded hardware security, public 
and private key encryption to protect 
your investment

•  Real-time clock enables time-
stamped reporting and audits

•  Illuminated E-Stop indicates active 
safety mode

•  Updated joystick design improves 
resolution and precision

ADVANCED OPTIONS:
•  Machine Select - Improve efficiency 

with a single remote paired to 
individually control multiple machines

•  Mode Select - Increase productivity 
with different modes for safety-rated 
and autonomous control

•  Access Control - Reduce risk of 
misuse with control management of 
end-user access

*Future




